Social dilemmas reveal selective inattention in indirect reciprocity

Cooperation with others generates prosperity within human society, yet research into the evolution of cooperation, particularly indirect reciprocity, has left much unexplained. Indirect reciprocity involves assessment rules and drawn on moral judgment. Most studies assume that people will consider all of the information available to them before deciding whether to cooperate. Dr Isamu Okada, Associate Professor at Soka University, Japan, has integrated theory and empirical research and demonstrated that people participating in reputation-based cooperation exhibit selective inattention behaviour: while people willingly receive information, they do not automatically base their decisions on all of the information in their possession.

The ability to cooperate with others, including strangers, has generated prosperity within human society since the beginning of time. The evolution of cooperation has received much attention from social scientists, yet the concept of cooperation is still unexplained. Direct reciprocity is an acceptable explanation when there is repetition, meaning that A helps B, then B helps A, and so on. When the opportunity for such repetition does not occur, indirect reciprocity – where cooperation is based on reputation rather than repetition – offers a more substantial solution. Indirect reciprocity is effectively conditional cooperation. It is underpinned by social norms that enable us to distinguish between the good who deserve to be cooperated with, and the bad who should be refused cooperation. This can be observed with online services such as Amazon and eBay, where potential customers can check the vendors’ reputation and use this information to inform their decision of whether to make a purchase or not.

Indirect reciprocity involves assessment rules and draws on moral judgment. Studies have shown that these assessment rules achieve retributive justice, where donors cooperate with those who are good and do not cooperate with those who do not help the good. These rules are crucial to evolutionarily stabilise a cooperative regime. People acquire information through their assessment of others. With indirect reciprocity, the donor will decide whether or not to cooperate with the recipient based on the information that they have acquired regarding the recipient. The majority of studies assume that people will consider all of the information available to them. Dr Isamu Okada, Associate Professor at Soka University, Japan, is carrying out research that indicates, however, that this assumption is implausible, and that people participating in indirect reciprocity exhibit selective inattention in that they actually ignore some of the information that has been presented to them.

WHAT DATA AND WHOM DATA

Dr Okada explains that although people obtain a variety of information to assess other, the most important information relates to the previous actions of both donors and recipients. He refers to these as ‘what data’ and ‘whom data’ respectively. Cooperative donors attract a good reputation while uncooperative or defective donors attract a bad reputation – thus informing the ‘what data’. Since individuals can be both donors and recipients, theoretical analysis indicates that individuals who cooperate in their donor role whilst defecting against those with poor reputations when in their recipient role will also foster a good reputation. The evolutionary stability of cooperation therefore involves the consideration of both whom data and what data or, in other words, reputation information of both donors and recipients is required.

Previous empirical studies have shown that, when given the choice, people prefer to assess others using less complex information and avoid processing complex information, yet most theoretical studies into reputation-based cooperation assume that people base their assessments on all of the information available to them.

Indirect reciprocity is a very social and complex cooperation mechanism that requires sophisticated cognitive systems and information processing.

Dr Okada’s research involves bridging the gap, integrating theory and empirical research. Results from his social psychology experiment reveal that while people willingly receive information, they do not automatically base their decisions on all of the information in their possession. This indicates that selective inattention occurs in reputation-based cooperation.

SOCIAL DILEMMA EXPERIMENT

Dr Okada recruited 152 university students to take part in his economic experiment where participants play an online social dilemma game that involved making decisions on whether to cooperate with the recipient players. The research focus was on the behavioural differences associated with the information that was disclosed to the participants during the game. Participants took part in more than 50 rounds of the “indirect helping game”. In each round information was available on the actions of the recipient as well as the recipient’s recipients in the previous five rounds.

To date, the majority of reputation-based cooperation experiments have involved placing an order on the what data and whom data so that acquiring or not acquiring what data is always carried out before acquiring or not acquiring whom data. What data is often referred to as first-order information and the whom data as second-order information.
The experiment revealed that the participants’ decision-making varied, and that they made decisions based on the content of the information they received. When participants assumed the donor role and were informed that their recipients had previously interacted with players with bad reputations, the information did not have a significant influence on the participants’ decision-making. Moreover, when donor participants were given bad whom data, or second-order information regarding a recipient’s actions, the donors exhibited selective inattention behaviour in that they ignored both the whom data and the what data when making their decisions as to whether to cooperate or not. Where participants acquired the second-order information before the first-order information, and that second-order information was bad, they would not bother to acquire the first-order information, therefore the what data and whom data independently. Furthermore, as a result of omitting the order constraint, he was able to observe cases where participants acquired the second-order information before the first-order information.

**SELECTIVE INATTENTION**

The experiment revealed that the selective inattention behaviour of participants was best explained by how they perceived the donor role and were informed that their recipients had previously interacted with players with bad reputations and good good whom data, that decision-making was best explained by the participants’ previous actions and the decisions dependent on the what data. The Staying norm dictates that if a recipient has a bad reputation, the observer ignores the donor’s behaviour and judges the donor as bad. This is followed by complex decision-making. Dr Okada believes that these properties can be considered to be evolutionary acquired traits. He concludes: “Indirect reciprocity is a very social and complex cooperation mechanism that requires sophisticated cognitive systems and information processing. I believe that the properties we have identified have been an important adaptive basis for realizing the complex cooperation mechanism.”

Throughout this research, Dr Okada has sought to resolve the conflicts between existing theory and empirical research. He has extracted indirect reciprocal norms that enable stable cooperation to be maintained and underpin these both with theoretical and empirical analyses. Dr Okada explains that examining how we value others in order to foster cooperation with strangers essentially reveals our moral values.

Exchanging how we value others in order to foster cooperation with strangers essentially reveals our moral values. And the donor’s reputation remains unchanged. In contrast, if the recipient’s reputation is good, if the donor cooperates the observer labels the donor as good. This is followed by complex decision-making. The Staying norm has shown it to be the most effective in establishing cooperation when compared with the established social norms.

**PROPERTIES OF INDIRECT RECIPROCITY**

In addition to selective inattention, this investigation has revealed other properties of indirect reciprocity including justified defection, where participants declined to cooperate with bad recipients, and prosocial chain, with participants promoting social acceptance. Dr Okada believes that these properties can be considered to be evolutionary acquired traits. He concludes: “Indirect reciprocity is a very social and complex cooperation mechanism that requires sophisticated cognitive systems and information processing. I believe that the properties we have identified have been an important adaptive basis for realizing the complex cooperation mechanism.”

Dr Okada did not include this order constraint in his methodology and found that participants perceived what data and whom data independently. Consequently, as a result of omitting the order constraint, he was able to observe cases where participants acquired the second-order information before the first-order information.

Dr Okada explains that selective inattention based on moral judgment. For example, participants were informed that the recipient had previously interacted with players with good reputations and had good whom data, their decision-making was best explained by their recipients’ previous actions and the decisions dependent on the what data.

**THE STAYING NORM**

Dr Okada explains that selective inattention observed in this study is consistent with a particular social norm of cooperation known as the Staying norm. The Staying norm dictates that if a recipient has a bad reputation, the observer ignores the donor’s behaviour and judges the donor as bad. This is followed by complex decision-making. Dr Okada believes that these properties can be considered to be evolutionary acquired traits. He concludes: “Indirect reciprocity is a very social and complex cooperation mechanism that requires sophisticated cognitive systems and information processing. I believe that the properties we have identified have been an important adaptive basis for realizing the complex cooperation mechanism.”

Throughout this research, Dr Okada has sought to resolve the conflicts between existing theory and empirical research. He has extracted indirect reciprocal norms that enable stable cooperation to be maintained and underpin these both with theoretical and empirical analyses. Dr Okada explains that examining how we value others in order to foster cooperation with strangers essentially reveals our moral values and demonstrates what we consider to be good and bad. He concludes: “In my future work, I would like to clarify the reality of human moral judgment by empirical studies and confirm whether it can maintain stable cooperation from an evolutionary viewpoint by theoretical analysis.”

Dr Okada is an Associate Professor at the Faculty of Business Administration, Soka University, Japan, and also a visiting professor at the Department of Information Systems and Operations, Vienna University of Economics and Business, Austria. He received a PhD from the University of Electro-Communications, Japan, in 2000.
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